STRIVE Physical Therapy is utilizing OccuPro Systems and Solutions to offer numerous testing and industrial rehabilitation assessments. These include:

- WORK HARDENING/CONDITIONING
- FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY EVALUATIONS
- FUNCTIONAL DISCHARGE SUMMARY
- FUNCTIONAL PROGRESS NOTES
- JOB DEMANDS ANALYSIS
- PRE-PLACEMENT POST OFFER TESTING
- RETURN TO WORK RECOMMENDATION REPORT
- ON-SITE ASSESSMENT

OccuPro’s functional testing provided at STRIVE Physical Therapy takes into account both psychophysical and kinesiophysical approaches. This allows for an objective, reliable and valid evaluation.

Call our office to speak with one of our trained functional capacity evaluators to discuss our services and schedule an appointment.

*OccuPro’s Functional Capacity Evaluation is the most comprehensive, yet easiest report to decipher that I order within the industrial rehab market today! Its report of validity, consistency of effort and overall return to work abilities allows me to make effective and efficient maximum medical improvement decisions.”

Roger B. Collins, MD